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... Image info is a simple script to create a new layer which holds information about your current
image. Some of that information can be added in a custom title, the complete path and file name of the
image, the image's size and resolution. The custom properties of the layer will be added to the layer list
of the image. See more details at: I'd like to offer a similar alternative for Photoshop. When you do File
> Export You can then add a new custom title, the complete path and filename, the image's size and
resolution. The custom properties of the layer will be added to the layer list of the image. This is in
principle similar to Image Info. But without the script. You can use some of the script I posted here for
free. Mac OSX Same script as above. Linux Script mentioned above ( Direct link to the script A: If
you're looking for a way to do this in a workflow that doesn't involve scripting, you can add items to
the object browser via a custom panel. For example, if you wanted to add a path that automatically
expands and contracts depending on the size of the image, you could do this: Create a new image and
set it to 2x3 Grab the path you want to add, and set the fill color to white Drag the path into the custom
property area on the panel Drag the property into the file When you are done, you can right click in the
image, and the new panel will be added to the open image. The effect of competition between
polarizing transitions on the polarization of structured molecular liquids. In this work we investigate
the effect of a difference between the polarizability of the initial and final molecules on the polarization
of molecular liquids of various types. We consider the dipolar couplings of the molecules due to their
long-range interactions with each other, the liquid-vapor surface, and the electrode surface. We
describe both equilibrium and nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of a polarizing
transition in a
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     %i: the image's title                                                                                                              %d: the
image's path                                                                                                                      %f: the image's
filename                                                                                                                   %u: the image's
width                                                                                                                  %l: the image's
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height                                                                                                                      %s: the image's
resolution                                                                                                                      %i: the image's
title                                                                                                                              %d: the image's
path                                                                                                                                      %f: the image's
filename                                                                                                                                   %u: the
image's width                                                                                                                                  %l: the
image's height                                                                                                                                      %s:
the image's
resolution                                                                                                                                      %i: the
image's title                                                                                                                                             
%d: the image's
path                                                                                                                                                      %f:
the image's
filename                                                                                                                                                  
%u: the image's
width                                                                                                                                                  %l:
the image's
height                                                                                                                                                     
%s: the image's
resolution                                                                                                                                                     
KEYMACRO Key Name: %i: the image's
title                                                                                                                              %d: the image's
path                                                                                                                                      %f: the image's
filename                                                                                                                                   %u: the
image's width                                                                                                                                  %l: the
image's height                                                                                                                                      %s:
the image's
resolution                                                                                                                                     
KEYMACRO Default Name: %i: the image's
title                                                                                                                              %d: the image's
path                                                                                                                                      %f: the image's
filename                                                                 1d6a3396d6
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Image Info 

Create a new GIMP layer named “Image Info” in which you can insert a custom title and descriptions
about your current image. Additional plugins (recommended): gimp-tables gimp-core image-info-utils
See also: Image Info is a GIMP plugin that makes it easy to create a new layer with custom information
about your current image. With the scripts, you can add a custom title, a description, the complete path
and filename of the image and its size and resolution. You can drag and drop the new layer on top of
your image or press the button on the right and select "Image Info" from the menu. With the other
scripts "gimp-core" and "image-info-utils" you can customize the information in Image Info. Image
Info is not a full-featured image viewing tool; for that you can also use gimp-view or Gwenview. It is a
handy way to collect some information about your image that you can add to a later layer or image. If
you are interested in adding information about your current image, you can try to use some of the
scripts listed above. You can edit the GIMP script "Image Info" or you can use the GIMP manual. If
you want to learn more about GIMP or the other scripts, check out the GIMP documentation at
gimp.org. Warning: GIMP must be installed as an X resource for this script to work. Copyright (C)
2010-2013 Alister Thomson This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;
either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the
hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public
License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program. If not,

What's New In?

Image Info is a GIMP script that creates a new layer which contains information about your current
image. Author: Wouter Neirynck For more information visit Usage: # Let's open our test image gimp-
image-open -b "test.png" -b "/test.png" # Create a new layer gimp-layer-new-from-file -b "/test.png" -b
"/layer.png" -b "/layer.txt" # Now we'll set our image information to the new layer gimp-layer-set-info
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-b "/layer.png" -b "/layer.txt" # Save our image gimp-file-save -b "/test.png" -b "/layer.png" -b
"/layer.txt" -s "/layer.png" License: This software is released under the GNU GPL version 3.0. Latest
version can be downloaded from If you're interested in contributing, have a look at the documentation
in the 'docs' folder. Changelog: 2013-03-20 - new commandline argument "-h" to show the help menu
2013-01-27 - first version, hopefully you'll find this script useful! 2011-11-03 - changed from
ImageInfo to ImageInfo. - added ImageInfo.doxygen - added ImageInfo.changelog 2009-11-12 -
updated.doxygen file 2009-10-31 - added "/layer.txt" file for writing own text 2009-10-28 - added "-b"
commandline argument to set the base path - added "-b" commandline argument to set the base file
name - added "-b" commandline argument to set the base file name without the extension - added "-b"
commandline argument to set the base file name without extension - added "-b" commandline
argument to set the base file name without extension - added "-b" commandline argument to set the
base file name without extension - fixed the text in "" 2009
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 Windows Server 2008 Service Pack 2 Windows 7, Windows 8
Windows 8.1 Mac OS X 10.5.8 OS X 10.4.11 Required updates to be installed: Windows XP SP3
Windows Server 2008 SP3 Mac OS X 10.6 Mac OS X 10.4 Windows 8 Mac OS X 10.9 Mac
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